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In this interview, George Souvlis and Aurélie Andry talk with Benno Teschke, author
of The Myth of 1648: Class, Geopolitics and the Making of Modern International Relations,
about the relationship between Marxism and international relations theory. As Teschke
notes, Karl Marx never completed a book on international relations, and the lack of a
coherent Marxist theory of international relations has allowed dangerous assumptions –
such as instrumentalist ideas about the state, a stagist conception of history, or a
universalizing capitalist world market – to take root within Marxism. Here, Teschke
discusses his intellectual trajectory, the main arguments of his work, and ways of
understanding capitalist internationalist relations, while also making some observations
about Political Marxism, the appropriation of Carl Schmitt, and the future of the
European Union.

George Souvlis and Aurélie Andry: How would you situate your trajectory in the
broader intellectual and political contexts of West Germany?

Benno Teschke: I went to a Franciscan Gymnasium in small-town Western Germany and
when you were born, like me, in the late 1960s and had some left-leaning inclinations,
your intellectual formation and path to Marxism was likely to be strongly influenced by
the Frankfurt School – as it was in my case. It was actually the works of the earlier
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Frankfurt School that fascinated me, the books that were more historically and
sociologically grounded doing more political analysis as classically understood rather
than philosophy or cultural theory: partly Franz Neumann and Otto Kirchheimer on
fascism, and partly Jürgen Habermas’s early work on The Structural Transformation of the
Public Sphere, even though I grew very quickly dissatisfied with Habermas’s later work. To
sustain and deepen my interests in political economy and historical sociology I turned
then more directly to Marx’s own work, but always felt that the theoretical structure of
Das Kapital – the historical chapters apart – and the body of literature that goes by the
name of Kapital-Logik or, more recently, the “New Dialectics,” remained ultimately sterile
– an exercise in dialectical abstractions of a purely conceptual nature that had left real
history largely behind. Still, the engagement with the Frankfurt School and Western
Marxism more broadly left me with strong anti-positivistic convictions and, if you want, a
dialectical sensitivity as to my conception of the conduct of social science.

Substantively, much of the academic debate in Western Germany – on the left and on the
right – was still transfixed on the German catastrophe and the Holocaust, and this
became also my first intellectual “problematic.” But rather than looking at the culture
industry or grand philosophical narratives of the “Dialectic of the Enlightenment,” I felt
initially more drawn towards the left-liberal Bielefeld School – people like Hans-Ulrich
Wehler and Jürgen Kocka – who grounded the Nazi experience in Germany’s peculiar
long-term trajectory of socio-economic development and state-formation, anchoring its
deviance from presumed Western European standard paths in the “failed” 1848
“bourgeois revolution.”  The debate in the late 1980s between them and David
Blackbourn and Geoff Eley’s position set out in The Peculiarities of German History  caught
my interest and convinced me of the virtues of social history and historical sociology.
 Against this narrative, more conservative Neo-Rankeans kept insisting on Prussia-

Germany’s unique geographical position in the middle of Europe, which allegedly forced
a repressive authoritarianism domestically and an aggressive militarism abroad. In other
words, a deep ideological gulf opened up in this debate between social historians who
kept restricting their explanatory focus to the primacy of domestic social relations and
more traditional historians who kept insisting on the autonomy of the political, the
primacy of foreign policy, and ‘high politics’ – a tradition that retained echoes not only of
Leopold von Ranke’s conception of world history as the rivalry between great powers,
but also the more sinister and intellectually degraded tradition of German Geopolitik,
from Ratzel to Haushofer.  Still, I found this divide between internalists and externalists
always forced and unproductive, mapping onto normative-political predispositions
rather than tackling the problem head-on. This was a strong bulwark against the
ideological gulfs and limited points of emphasis affecting social historians at the time –
divisions over the primacy of domestic relations or the primacy of foreign policy – and
led me to ask what Marx and the wider Marxist tradition had to say about political
geography and international relations so that external relations could be internalized
into a revised Marxist perspective.
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In this context – we are approaching the early 1990s – I became more and more aware
that there was no distinct tradition of historical sociology left in Western Germany,
broadly defined, that could re-inform Marxism, partly because many Weimar historical
sociologists had emigrated, and perhaps partly because this genre of scholarship had
become discredited by the more orthodox East-German literature. This was a very
peculiar phenomenon, really, given that sociology, historical sociology, is par excellence
basically a German invention, deriving its greatest impulses from the great German and
Austrian classics: from the German Historical School and the Methodenstreit of the
1880s to Weber, Schumpeter and Polanyi, and of course Marx and Engels themselves.
That discourse, in a way, had with very few exceptions – Heide Gerstenberger’s work
springs to mind – migrated outside of Germany by the late 1980s, early 1990s.
Simultaneously, I was struck when I studied in the 1990s in France and Britain that the
very same academic register that was on the verge of extinction in Germany was here
fully alive – in France through the Annales School (Marc Bloch and Fernand Braudel) and
in Britain through the great Marxist historians (Eric Hobsbawm, E.P. Thompson, Perry
Anderson, etc.). In fact, the discipline of historical sociology had been revived and
rehabilitated in Anglo-American academia, if decidedly in a non-Marxist fashion, during
the 1980s and 1990s in the writings of Charles Tilly, Theda Skocpol, and Michael Mann.
So, I would say that by the early 1990s a certain problematic was starting to crystallize
which I would broadly call a search for a Marxist international historical sociology. I was
looking for something like that.

While I was doing my doctoral work in the Department of International Relations at the
LSE to pursue this theme, I came across the work of Robert Brenner and Ellen Meiksins
Wood and in many ways this was an inspiration. I consider this literature a real
breakthrough, in particular the “Transition Debate” on the rise of capitalism in late
medieval England, because I think that it is rare to find Marxists that really step outside
their comfort zones, outside the core categories and assumptions which derive often
from more or less deeply held orthodox convictions, and to engage history in open-
minded, innovative and rigorous ways by taking historiographical research seriously.  I
wanted to see how I could use Brenner’s work in order to think through and further
historicize political geography and international relations. So I think that is essentially
what brought me to my own work, i.e. drawing out the implications of the “Transition
Debate” for historicizing international relations and developing Political Marxism for
International Historical Sociology in the process.

GS and AA: You are one of the main initiators of the Political Marxism Research
Group at the University of Sussex. What are the aims of this research group and
how do you position yourselves in relation to the tradition of Political Marxism?

BT: The aim of the Political Marxism Working Group is to provide a platform to not only
passively rely on the first generation of Political Marxists, but also to try to develop the
research program and theoretical commitments in new directions and in productive
ways.
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One problem that distinguishes different tendencies within Political Marxism – what may
be called PM 1 and PM 2 – is the need to explore the unresolved tension between a
residual structuralism encapsulated in the category of social property relations and its
logically derived “rules of reproduction,” and the simultaneous adherence to a strong
historicism, which centers social conflict, class agency, and unintended consequences.
Samuel Knafo and I speak to this problem in our paper, “The Rules of Reproduction of
Capitalism: A Historicist Critique.” This tension, we think, has led over time to an ideal-
typified conception of capitalism in PM 1, defined as “market-dependency,” in which
market imperatives seem to prescribe and auto-generate class agency – a reading also
present in Charles Post and Vivek Chibbers’s work. 

Overcoming this relapse into a functionalist conception of class agency and an
economistic understanding of the operation of capitalism (even when grounded in a
distinct set of capitalist social property relations) requires what we call a stronger
commitment to a radical historicism. This foregrounds agency, situated and
contextualized, at all levels to retrieve a sense of the more open-ended conflicts and
institutional innovations that characterize diverse trajectories of capitalism. The
elementary insight is simple: if capitalism is conceived as a politically contested social
relation, then we cannot conceptualize agents as acting out a pre-ordained script or logic.
We need to turn our thinking around and establish what people do in the face of
“imperatives” or pressures to pinpoint the difference they make as they go along
reproducing themselves – often innovating in the process. We cannot conceive of agents
as passive rule-followers, but as actively devising strategies of reproduction in specific
contexts.

The problem, in other words, is how to conceive of capitalism not as a theoretically
closed category, but as a historically open praxis. This requires a move away from
general model-building towards historical specification. For me, this pertains particularly
to the issue of developing an approach to IR that does not subsume foreign policy
making and diplomacy under wider structural and systemic pressures, whether
grounded in reified “logics” of capitalism or reified “logics” of state rationality, but that
accords efficacy to political agency on its own terms. This is not to argue for some radical
state autonomy, but to take seriously the fact that agency can rarely be fully resolved
back into contextual imperatives or antecedent conditions, as people tend to innovate in
unpredictable ways to respond to, circumvent, and escape from such pressures. History
is then not conceived as a manifestation of overarching logics or laws – a secondary
register meant to confirm aprioristic abstractions and pre-conceived axioms – but itself
the first-order terrain of inquiry, as people make their own history.

This type of thinking is also distinct from David Harvey’s Marxist geography, which
ultimately grounds the dynamics of “capital outbound” in deeply rooted systemic
pressures, which require “spatial fixes” at the infra-structural level and successive rounds
of “accumulation by dispossession.” But this is essentially an economistic and totalizing
conception of the transnationalization of capitalism without international politics, which
is then re-captured ex post through the problematic and reified addition of a logic of
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power, apparently pursued by state-managers. Immanuel Wallerstein’s world-system
theory, at least when it was initially formed, is another example of subjecting history to
grand cycles – the cycles of hegemony – and the systemic pressures of the relations
between core, semi-peripheral and peripheral states. Rosenberg’s current work, in turn,
seems to embrace a positivistic and nomological conception of uneven and combined
development as yet another overarching master concept and covering law for world
history as a whole.  Here, history and agency are ultimately downgraded to
manifestations of a subjectless law that imposes its imperatives regardless of what
people do, so that history is slotted into a few a priori omnibus categories.

I will add that Classical Marxist theories of imperialism also fell into the structural-
functionalist trap, as monopoly capitalism was conceived as a system-wide stage, at least
in the core European capitalist countries, which imposed its requirements on states and
their foreign policies. This drastically reduced the efficacy of diplomacy and the active
conduct of international politics. These theories all suffer from advancing theories of
international relations without international politics and, what I come think is key, the
active formulation of “grand strategies” that tell us much more about the link between
domestic politics and foreign policy formation – and, ultimately, international ordering. It
is this commitment to an anti-formalistic radical historicism that, to my mind, is the
differentia specifica of our understanding of Political Marxism.

So, this is essentially our goal: trying to go beyond the original “Transition Debate” to
more fully historicize capitalism and “capitalist” international relations. I am looking now
more at what I want to call the political geographies of historical capitalism: how you can
think about foreign policy informed by a PM approach, emphasizing the unilateral or
multilateral construction and clashes of state strategies, whose interactions often lead to
unintended consequences. What I have in mind here is to take seriously the fact that the
historical record of “capitalist” foreign policy – the structuring and management of
spaces of capital – is so incredibly diverse: from the Peace of Utrecht that left a specific
political geography on the Continent regulated by British power-balancing, via the
Vienna Settlement and the Concert of Europe, the construction of the Western
Hemisphere through the Monroe Doctrine, formal and informal imperialisms in the late
19  century, the American interwar strategy to break up the old empires and replace
them at Versailles by pushing mini-state proliferations through the principle of “national
self-determination,” based on liberal and republican state forms and tied into notions of
collective security, German and Japanese notions of autarchic regional orders – Carl
Schmitt’s “greater spaces” – to US hegemony and the European Integration Project. The
political geographies of historical capitalism cannot be derived from a particular “logic of
capital,” either with recourse to the generic concept itself, or particular phases of
capitalist development, but require a much more fine-tuned historicist approach that
emphasizes their construction – rather than subsumption under some sub specie
aeternitatis principle – be it the classical IR trope of power politics and states as security
accumulators in a condition of anarchy or the classical Marxist trope of capitalist
geopolitics. For what is a capitalist foreign policy supposed to be, in the abstract? So we
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are broadening out into other fields, into other areas while trying to theoretically refine
or reformulate the early brilliant, but theoretically somewhat problematic, work of
Brenner and Wood.

GS and AA: Can you explain the argument of your work, The Myth of 1648, and how
it challenges the reification of the Treaty of Westphalia as the founding moment of
modern international relations? If Westphalia was not the founding moment of
modern international relations, what does that imply in political and historical
terms? What were some of the criticisms you received?

BT: This work came at a very propitious moment, speaking to the “historical and post-
positivistic turns” in the field of IR, which, as mentioned, was at the time a very an
unusual academic discipline, and very much focused on the United States. It provided –
and still does in the U.S. and elsewhere – essentially strategic advice for the powers that
be: advice for the Prince on matters of statecraft, or Herrschaftswissen (knowledge of
domination) as Frankfurt School theorists would call it. Here was a whole field of
academic inquiry that makes no bones about being directly subservient to state power,
in which scholars moved effortlessly between university departments, think tanks, and
governmental positions – all united in suggesting ways of how the United States could
maintain or enhance its position at the apex of the interstate hierarchy – whether
through conflict or coöperation. The result was an intellectual shallowness that struck me
from the start as scandalously out of sync with all the standards of social-scientific and
historiographical inquiry.

In retrospect, I would say that I started the project with three big questions in mind:
First, how could I show the historicity of political geography, the polities that compose
geopolitical orders, and their “international relations” by grounding this in contested
social relations? Hence the return to medieval history. This was designed to dislodge the
prevailing state-centrism and historically incredibly myopic and misleading attempts of
transhistorical general-theory-building in mainstream Anglo-American IR, built around
anarchy, power-maximization, and power-balancing, as if foreign policy had been played
out since time immemorial according to the same tune.

Second, why – and this is a more genuinely interesting question – does capitalism exist
within a system of plural states and what is the historical relation between the two? This
was designed to query and destabilize the assumption, held for example by Wallerstein’s
World-Systems-Theory, that the interstate system, the multiple political jurisdiction that
splinter a capitalist space co-extensive with the world-market, is somehow the “natural”
or “necessary” (geo-)political form of capitalism, causally connected to capitalist
requirements – hence the need to go back to the Carolingian Empire and to track the
changing political geographies of medieval and early modern Europe. The aim was to
show the socio-political and geopolitical construction of the interstate system during the
absolutist-dynastic period as a historical outcome, preceding the rise of capitalism.
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Third, what effect had the rise of capitalism in early modern England, as set out by
Brenner, on British state-formation and grand strategy for the ordering and, ultimately,
transformation of pre-capitalist geopolitical relations in the rest of the world? In a sense,
1648 was a casualty of this research program, and not the prime target – partly because
it seemed obvious to me that anybody semi-literate in early modern history and peace
treaties would not take IR’s claims on the Westphalian Settlement’s “modernity” seriously
– though it turned out that I had underestimated how deeply ingrained this idée fixe was
in the collective disciplinary mindset. So, The Myth of 1648 and the subsequent Deutscher
Memorial Lecture had a wide reception, inside and outside IR, and inside and outside
Marxism.

The response from within the field of IR centered less on these analytical questions –
which were more productively taken up from within the Marxist discourse – and more on
the revision of the status of 1648. While few quibbled with the empirical veracity of my
interpretation of the Settlement, three standard responses emerged, apart from those,
very few, that understood my account as a plausible alternative theorization.

The normal tactical move was first to say that while the notion of “Westphalia” was
indeed widely accepted as a starting point for modern international relations, it was
never meant to be a serious historiographical thesis in IR as a scientific field. The
anarchy-assumption associated with Westphalia was just a convenient Political Science
model, whose historical veracity is really by the by. It is just a model of how to visualize
interstate relations in an anarchical environment. The reasoning was that there is no
need to worry much about the specific origins of the interstate order, as history was in IR
a secondary concern that can be neglected.

The second answer was that there was some truth to my argumentation but that IR had
never really maintained that the modern interstate system fell overnight fully-fledged
from the sky, that it was suddenly institutionalized after the Thirty Years’ War, so that
1648 was a mere stepping-stone in a much longer and drawn-out gradual process..

The third response, coming often from post-structuralists, was to say maybe you are
right, but it is still a myth, a discursive myth, and thus still a powerful performative
discourse constitutive not only for the discipline but also for reality to the degree that
policy makers more or less use Westphalia as a rhetorical device or performative praxis,
so that the idea has taken on a historical efficacy of its own. And in that sense 1648 still
needs to be taken seriously. This kind of argument is, of course in a way true – if people
start believing in false claims then they become ideology. But this does not really
constitute an account οf how else to think about Westphalia, especially from a critical
point of view.

GS and AA: How do you now assess the general effects of this work and your
historical approach for understanding capitalist international relations? How has it
affected the course of your current research?
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BT: Ultimately, the debate over identifying a determinate moment in time – a system-
wide tipping-point for the arrival of modern or capitalist interstate relations – leads into
an intellectual impasse, charged with teleological assumptions. The historical implication
of my research is simply that the search for sudden “systemic” changes across
international orders is futile. It grates with the idea of history as a process allergic to
system-wide periodizations of clear-cut “befores” and “afters,” given different
temporalities of development in different regions. It also imputes that we know what
“modern” or “capitalist” international relations are supposed to look like, once that
imaginary threshold had been crossed. We don’t! What does it mean to say this or that is
a distinctly capitalist foreign policy, if capitalist foreign policies take on distinct forms in
concrete cases? As we know, these can range from defensive postures, to alliance-
formations and concert-systems, formal to informal imperialism, attempts to establish
distinct regional spheres of influence, as for example institutionalized in the U.S. Monroe
Doctrine or fascist Grossraum-building, to types of quasi-consensual hegemony,
decolonization, or regional integration, as in the case of the EU. Nobody in his or her
right mind could deny that capital accumulation is a powerful motive in the foreign policy
calculations of capitalist states, but this doesn’t tell us much about the specific
construction of specific foreign policy strategies, political geographies, and their chances
of realization.

The whole point of my argument is less about finding a moment in time where modern
or capitalist international relations were enacted, but to think a little bit more about the
variability in the construction of foreign policy strategies for the geopolitical
management of interstate relations over time, even within a capitalist context. Now, this
type of historicism is often quickly dismissed by more positivistically-minded IR theorists
who equate IR as a social science with a conception of theory that validates determinisms
and generalizations, so that my work is sometimes referred to as belonging more to
historiography or to interpretation or to something else. My epistemological strategy is
then downplayed and downgraded as something that it is not scientific, maybe
constructivist, interpretivist, or hermeneutic or so but considered as being outside the
essential field definition of IR – and this comes also from Marxists who assign structural
efficacy to capitalism and its expansionary tendencies. But the key point for me is simply
to keep demonstrating that it is misleading to center a preconceived and ideal-typified
notion of capitalism as being structurally efficacious for international relations in
deterministic ways. Rather what we need to do is to constantly historicize and when we
do that we will start to see that the link, the mediation between the presence of
capitalism and foreign policy formation is very variegated, often indeterminate, not only
in terms of foreign policy formation, but also in terms of political geography as such. So,
this is to react against the common idea that we have to start from firm axioms or firm
expectations derived from capitalism’s systemic pressures.

I say that somewhere in the early work of mine where I suggest that from the 17th
century onwards capitalism emerged and started to expand, but not as an organic
process that could be rigorously theorized. Rather, what we see is an incredible diversity
in the construction of foreign policies and spatial orders from the early 18th century
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onwards up to now. So this formative period is looking obviously very different from the
early 19th century after the enactment of the institutional, geographical and practical
innovations in international relations – the Concert System and the “Holy Alliance” after
the Napoleonic Wars in the Vienna Congress, in which, incidentally, Britain was unable
and unwilling to impose anything like the hegemonic designs theorized by Neo-
Gramscians in relation to continental Europe; and this looks again very differently from
the establishment of the more formalized alliance-systems and power-balancing after
the turn of the century in the run-up to World War I. Post-1945 United States hegemony
is again a very, very different way to order capitalist interstate relations, then post-9/11
relation, and so on and so forth. We all know this, of course, but Marxists still want to
reduce this often to either some essence of capitalism or some stage of capitalism or
some other grand explanatory formula. I think the historical record just shows how
problematic is to do a shortcut between capitalism, a particular type of foreign policy,
and a particular type of geopolitical order. So, in short, I mean the research program that
derives from this conception is to do much more detailed work, historiographical work.

What I am doing right now is to look at the Peace Treaty of Utrecht, which sounds again
very antiquarian, but this was a big peace settlement, much under-studied in IR, that
concluded the Spanish Wars of Succession in 1713 and changed the rules of the game. It
is significant for me because Utrecht allows me to draw out the distinctions between the
old régime character of 1648 and the first attempt by post-1688 Britain to develop a new
and very distinct type of grand strategy, call it capitalist if you want, precisely without
promoting capitalism on the Continent. So, after the Glorious Revolution in 1688, Britain
starts to make its distinct foreign policy designs felt internationally, enforced and
accepted multilaterally at Utrecht. What is innovative here, a point alluded to at the end
of my book, but now fleshed out much more clearly, is that Britain developed a new and
unique institutional basis for conducting foreign policy, as foreign policy is henceforth
answerable to Parliament. This allows for the articulation of foreign policy in terms of a
much more sober and secular calculus of the “national interest,” no longer connected to
the whims of the Kabinettspolitik of absolutist rulers. This involves the attempt to re-
order European political geography in line with British security interests and, on that new
geographical basis, to engage in power balancing to avoid the re-emergence of a
continental hegemonic rival.

Power-balancing is therefore not a law of world politics, but a very specific conscious
practice – a conscious construction of a grand strategy developed by situated actors.
Daniel Baugh wrote in the 1980s a great article on this, showing the emergence of the
“blue-water strategy,” which had a dual aspect: the establishment of unilateral maritime-
commercial supremacy overseas, while being much more defensive in relation to
Europe.  But this was not a functional outcome of a capitalist constitutional monarchy in
which sovereignty lay now with Parliament, but required the construction of a very
specific wartime strategy and peace plan contested between the Whigs and the Tories,
enacted at Utrecht, and negotiated with other peace parties. So, if you push this kind of
work conceptually then you start very quickly to realize that notions like “modern” in
international relations do not mean much, they do not give you much, because they
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imply commonalities, rather than differences. The rise of capitalism in Britain and how
this led to new foreign policy ventures and, later, the transformation of European and
overseas politics is certainly not a patternless process, but these broad patterns
themselves do not give you much in terms of the way that state politicians actually
innovate at the foreign policy level. So history is a process – an interactive construction
that is the obvious point, the big point that I would like to make against any temptation
of relapsing into structural explanations.

GS and AA: Could you explain how your work shows how Marxist theory, and in
particular the Political Marxist notion of “social property relations,” can help
challenge and redefine some of the core assumptions of IR theory and historical
sociology? Do you think that, vice versa, IR can be used to help improving Marxist
theory?

BT: You have to understand that mainstream Anglo-American IR was, until very recently,
built on the assumption that theorizing departs from the existence of the interstate
system as a natural given, rather than something that requires explanation in the first
place. It posits the political as an autonomous sphere in which states are generically
endowed with a unitary rationality and ascribed certain attributes, foremost survival,
security, and hence power-maximization. Once these axioms are in place, you can then
establish by means of a series of logical deductions how rational state action in a
condition of international anarchy leads to certain likely outcomes, including power-
balancing, leading to some kind of self-equilibrating systemic logic. This is a nice little
exercise in abstract logic, actually modeled, by Kenneth Waltz, in analogy to the workings
of the anarchy of competitive markets self-regulated by the invisible hand. It is also said
to be grounded in ancient wisdoms – si vis pacem para bellum – but bears hardly any
relation to reality. So the works of Hans Morgenthau and later of Kenneth Waltz are
really premised on drawing an analytical Rubicon between the state and systemic
interstate relations and anything that goes on within societies within these states. So the
domestic and the social are excised from the remit of what could count as possible
influences on statecraft and foreign policy – party politics, business and sector interests,
social crises and so on.

This is of course an incredibly narrow, impoverished and ideological way to think about
international relations as a social science. More interesting than criticizing these kinds of
model-building, which is often peddled as “hard science,” is the intellectual genealogy
that transposed right-wing and statist Weimar thinking, often through German scholars,
to the post-WWII and early Cold War US-American scene, displacing an older “liberal”
approach to IR associated with Wilsonianism. Morgenthau, for example, was not only
influenced by Max Weber but also by Carl Schmitt’s concept of the political, which
conceives of the political as an autonomous sphere, activated by “us” versus “them”
binaries. This was not so much a reference to Schmitt’s definition of sovereignty in terms
of who holds the power to declare state emergencies that suspend the routine workings
of parliamentary sovereignty in liberal polities, but rather to his infamous idea that a
different, purely political, logic kicks in as soon as certain pre-political differences reach a
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state of intensity that have a potentially lethal antagonistic quality. Apparently,
Morgenthau advised Schmitt to insert this idea of “intensification” of non-political issues
into his tract on Der Begriff des Politischen. So, a conservative and semi-fascist notion of
the political, forged in the Weimar situation to quarantine class conflict, was transposed
into an altered US context, now characterized by a Cold War logic.

Today, the field of IR is, of course, much richer, especially outside the United States, but it
is hard to dislodge the prevalence of Realism, Neo-realism and what is called Neo-liberal
Institutionalism – another version of rationalist thinking about strategic state behavior.
So, these traditions were directly targeted by my book by bringing historical sociology
back.

Historical sociology, in turn, is dominated by Neo-Weberianism and the tautological
argument that “war-made-states and states-made-war” – and this is the prevailing
consensus as to how the modern state and the interstate system at large emerged in
early modern Europe. Many historians use John Brewer’s notion of the “fiscal-military
state” that rationalizes state structures to procure state revenues to conduct war to say
the same thing. Very few people connect these developments with changes in social
relations, and, in particular, with how social conflict, in spite of similar military rivalries,
diverted trajectories of state-building into differential directions – absolutism,
constitutional monarchies, republics, etc. This is why Brenner’s work was so seminal for
me.

I would, today, stress though, as I said earlier, that I no longer fully subscribe to the
concept of “social property relations,” at least in the way it is stylized in more rigorous
analytical fashion by Brenner. Brenner suggested that property relations generate –
almost auto-generate – determinate rules of reproduction on both sides of the class
relation, whether in feudal or capitalist “societies.”  These then lead either to “non-
development” in feudal society or “development” in capitalist societies. This was useful to
draw the contrast, starkly, between two different sets of social relations for analytical
purposes, but this conception also relapses into reifications and rigidities that do not
square with the historical record (certainly not for “capitalism”) and suppress the “lived
agency” of people.

I think that Ellen Wood’s seminal New Left Review article on “The Separation of the
Economic and the Political in Capitalism,” when read carefully, points to a different
understanding, namely one centered around the socio-political and non-economistic
character of capitalism.  This was inspired much more by E.P. Thompson’s work at the
time, and I feel much more comfortable with this historicist, rather than logical-analytical,
conception of capitalism. This really leads us back to very fundamental and long-standing
controversies that reach right back to Marx’s work, when he declares in the preface to
Das Kapital that it treats “individuals only as personifications of economic categories, the
bearers of particular class-relations and interests,” rather than as historical actors.  To
my mind, Brenner’s work, at least in the original Transition Debate, is theoretically
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suspended between these two contradictory orientations: class conflict and historicity
versus abstract rules of reproduction and dynamics of development and non-
development.

Inversely the question is: does Marxism need IR – less the substantial body of IR
scholarship, but more the problematic of space and interspatial relations for the Marxist
conception of history, for Marxist historiography and social science? I have been saying
for a long time that international relations are a big challenge for Marxism, and this,
again, goes right back to Marx’s own work. Marx never really systematically thought
about international relations as a distinct object of inquiry. Of course, we can look at his
journalistic writings, notes, and letters, and they are full of interesting insights on this or
that contemporary international crisis, though this never crystallized into something that
he took seriously, theoretically speaking. He grew more interested in international affairs
during the 1850s at the time of the Crimean War, and then wrote extensively on the
American Civil War, the “Eastern Question,” and India. Kevin Anderson sets this all out
nicely in his book.  But the tone was set by the Communist Manifesto, which is full of
lovely metaphors on international issues – and powerful great metaphors – but, here,
the key category that is doing all the work is the world market or “bourgeois world
society.” And the world market keeps expanding, but it is expanding basically along
transnational lines “creating a world after its own image.” Meaning it is, to quote, “not the
heavy artillery that is battering down Chinese walls, but the cheap prices of
commodities” that force all “barbarian” nations to capitulate and adopt the bourgeois
mode of production. And as we all know, of course, that’s not true: in each and every
case capitalism had to force its way into non-capitalist territories by state force, and
normally through war – in this case the Opium Wars and the Unequal Treaties.

So, even where Marx spoke about international relations, fleetingly or in this secondary
aspect, he seemed to under-problematize the effect of international relations on the
course and development of capitalism. Now, The Communist Manifesto and the German
Ideology belong of course to the early phase of Marx, still very much influenced by Adam
Smith, still a very liberal conception, really, of how capitalism basically universalizes in
pacific ways due to the growing division of labor, rather than in terms of geopolitics and
conflictual changes in property relations. The world market appears as an agency to
render multiple regions homogeneous by subjecting them to a common world market
logic. So the Weltmarkt becomes his mega-subject and this suppresses how world-market
pressures are mediated by states, including how affected states and social classes within
them respond to the encroachment of market imperatives. How was this process
managed geopolitically and how did later developers institutionalize market relations in
very different ways?

So the big point is that, as we know, Marx never wrote a distinct tome on either
international trade or on war and geopolitics – a tome that would have problematized
the spaceless assumptions of either a stagist conception of world history or a
universalizing capitalist world market. And in that sense IR – less as a discipline but more
as a problematic – remains very pressing and urgent for Marxists to reappropriate,
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notwithstanding of course the work that was done by the classical theorists of
imperialism: V. I. Lenin, Nikolai Bukharin, and to some degree Rosa Luxemburg. But
there the problem was that they ended up with a functionalist and instrumentalist
account of states, and many people have shown how empirically problematic it was to
ground the scramble for Africa and the repartition of the world in the transition from
mid-19  century competitive capitalism to turn-of-the-century monopoly capitalism.

So however powerful an intervention theories of imperialism were at the time, I think
what really stands out as the most systematic attempt to conceptualize international
relations can be found in the anti-Marxist – Neo-Rankean and Neo-Weberian – tradition.
While this is, in the end, disappointing, it forces us to open up IR to a much more
comprehensive need to rethink and to reclaim it for Marxism.

GS and AA: The recent crisis and the present-day era of austerity have led to
increasing questioning about the legitimacy and viability of the EU project. There
are disagreements within the new European left parties (Syriza, Podemos) about
the possibility of using the EU as a political vehicle to propose progressive social
reform. What is your position on this issue?

BT: The situation for a progressive left politics in Europe is invidious, yet not without
hope. It seems to me that the contradictions of a progressive populism, inspired by a
Laclauian reading of Carl Schmitt, that revolves around an antagonistic strategy of
national mass mobilization feeding on the raw distinction between “them” and “us,” and
a left-leaning European reformism are currently playing out across Europe, particularly in
Greece. Tactically, it seems to me that this confrontational populism has generated a
much harsher response from the Troika than ever imaginable, and we are facing a real
prospect of the internal self-destruction of Syriza because of that. Worse, we may even
see the right-wing coalition partner gain from this failure of Alex Tsipras’s leadership,
including the possibility of a right-wing military coup in Greece. A progressive populism
may be the right tactic domestically, but it is the wrong strategy in foreign policy, as it
hardens divisions without any real prospect of overcoming them. I am, of course, livid
with Germany’s reaction to the Greek Crisis, mounting effectively an economic
occupation of Greece, an informal coup d’état, riding roughshod across all fundamental
principles of the European Union and the whole drivel of European solidarity. The EU, for
sure, stands exposed!

But we need to ask ourselves whether this confrontational-populist rhetoric, however
much warranted on factual grounds, has not generated its own hyper-confrontational
response from within the Troika, both at the political and at the public-relational level.
It’s invidious, because rather than presenting the crisis as a conflict between
transnational capital and transnational labor – the taxpayer – it can be discursively
fabricated as an antagonism between thrifty Germans – or Northern Europeans – and
slothful Greeks, rather than what it really is: European taxpayers – the lower and middle
classes – bailing out European banks, investors, and public creditors who mislend in
reckless ways, while fleeing Greek capital is driving up housing prices in Berlin and
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London. And this is not even mentioning the role of Goldman Sachs in cooking the books
upon Greece’s entry into the Eurozone, massive tax-evasions by and corruption within
Greece’s élite, the benefits of debt-financed investments in silly Greek infrastructural
projects for European, particularly German, business, and so on.

Now, of course, EU states are locked into that arrangement and given what has
happened to Greece, we see that there is not even a velvet glove around the hard fist of
the German government. It is direct imposition of restructuration and adjustment
programs that are not even particularly effective either; they’ve just pushed Greece and
other states ever deeper into crisis without resolving their underlying debt problem in
any credible way. So, populism feeds both ways, as the German press – from the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung to the gutter press of Bild Zeitung and the like – is
portraying this problem by playing very much on national sentiments, and that’s the
wrong analytic, serving stereotypes of the worst kind, without, of course, looking at what
German and French banks actually did in driving Greece and other EU states into debt –
and their agency in recovering these debts through their socialization. So the European
taxpayers are essentially bailing out Greece and, in the same process, bailing out
German, French, and British banks. But this is not rhetorically connected to neoliberal
capitalism, but to Greek laziness. Now there are forces in Germany – like the AfD
[Alternative for Germany, a new Europhobic far-right conservative German party] – that
capitalize on this discourse, asking for a shrinking of the EU, that just the hard core states
survive in a reconstituted and fully neoliberalized Eurozone and the rest can be cut free
and cut loose: a prospect that would demote the Mediterranean EU states to an
unsustainable peripheral status for the foreseeable future.

So, we have reached a crisis point, but this needs to be exploited. Tactically, I would say
that the argument needs to be won – won within the EU – and it can be won, given the
evident facts on the ground, particularly as I am certain that there is a numerical left-of-
center majority in EU states, even in Germany and France. And the demographics of the
most affected – the young – could play in this direction. But left politics, to my mind,
cannot rely on nationalist projects or nationalistic antagonization, but needs to build
strong international alliances. This will require massive extra-parliamentarian and intra-
parliamentarian mobilization, oriented towards a complete rebuilding of the EU’s
institutional set-up. In this, opportunistically or abstractly calling for a break with the EU,
especially in cases where such a demand is monopolized by the right and where the left
possesses no coherent strategy, is a dead end. The option of strategically working
through European institutions – even when these are undoubtedly undemocratic –
should not, therefore, be discarded out of hand.

GS and AA: Let’s return to the work of Carl Schmitt. His thought has received
increasing attention from left-wing intellectuals during the past two decades
(Chantal Mouffe, Gopal Balakrishnan, Ernesto Laclau). Do you think that the
contemporary intellectual and political left should engage with the dilemmas that
Carl Schmitt poses? Or is this trend a sign of political defeat?
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BT: Schmitt’s work is polyvalent and can be read in multiple ways. I can understand why
scholars engage with his analysis and critique of U.S. imperialism, particularly in relation
to his acute insights about changes in international law relating to the abolition of
classical interstate warfare and its replacement by a discriminatory concept of war,
humanitarian pan-interventionism, and conditional forms of liberal sovereignty
stretching back to the Treaty of Versailles and the League of Nations. So, the left can
certainly engage with the dilemmas he identified, but I would not recommend the
political solutions he prescribed. An abstract re-assertion of the political, organized in
sovereign states, or a retreat into partisan-warfare, are clearly not credible and
sustainable alternatives for a left progressive politics. A left national populism, feeding on
a crude distinction between “them” and “us” may be appropriate for some countries, but
not for deeply integrated and small states within Europe. If anything, Schmitt advocated
highly authoritarian solutions to social crises in liberal-constitutional states – in his case
the Weimar crisis – premised on the invocation of the state of emergency by the state
executive, suspending constitutions. Internationally, he argued for the division of the
world among four or five great powers, each creating their own regional spheres of
influence, what he called Grossraeume or pan-regions.

Thus, I was surprised how uncritically he was remobilized during the last decade or so in
the Anglo-American literature, including in IR, as an apparently radical and critical
thinker. Now, to some degree I can see why that is the case. But there is something like a
collective amnesia going on around Schmitt, and non-Germans don’t necessarily
associate his thought with his role during the Nazi period, how contextually political his
work was, and how complicit he was intellectually in launching a blueprint for Nazi
foreign policy. His critique of U.S. imperialism does not mean that his politics has much
to offer for the left – quite the contrary!

He was not one of the classical geo-politicians, but through first admiring the Monroe
Doctrine in the Western hemisphere, and then resisting its inflation to global proportions
through Wilsonianism, he provided essentially a template and justification for a German
conquest in the East, which he portrayed as being more or less within the normal power-
political logic of world history. Victorious powers basically articulate after conquests the
rules for international law, so that law follows conquest, generating a “nomos” – a
combination of territorial sovereignty and law. This may be an accurate, if de-
sociologized, description of the relation between law and international power, but do we
really want to renege on the possibility of intellectual, rather than just power-political,
principles of international law and order?

So I do two things with Schmitt in my work: on the one hand I deconstruct his history of
international law and order, as outlined in his Nomos of the Earth, and show how the
attempt to provide an ideological counter-narrative to liberal stories of international law
is actually historically defective and simply not accurate.  And secondly, I’m trying to
challenge what is a very thin theoretical vocabulary – “concrete order thinking” and his
concept of the “political” (the friend/foe distinction) – that is meant to hold and to ground
this historical anti-liberal counter-narrative. At the same time, I think it is symptomatic
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that left thinkers, including Gopal Balakrishnan and Chantal Mouffe and so on, have
turned to Schmitt to provide the missing Marxist geopolitics, particularly of the interwar
period.  So, in that sense, this relates back to my earlier point: because IR is still a
relative absence in the Marxist literature, people are groping around to find concepts, to
find stories that could help us to make sense of the crisis of law and international order
from the late 19  century onwards, through the Thirty Years Crisis, and into the 20  and
early 21  century without having fully explored the intellectual architecture of Schmitt’s
thought as a whole. Strange bedfellows indeed!

What I hope to have done is to show how misguided and how problematic it is to use
Schmittian categories and tack them onto notions of capitalism and class conflict.
Particularly because Schmitt conceived himself from the start as a decidedly anti-
sociological thinker, and this connects him much more with the realist and authoritarian
tradition than with anything else. Just remind yourself that his definition of sovereignty
derives from political theology, the papal plenitudo potestatis and absolutism, and
validates executive power as something outside and above social conflicts and social
struggles. So he is attempting to isolate and insulate politics and the political from any
form of social contestation and accountability. Sovereign is he who decides over the
state of exception. And the invocation of his concept of the political revolves around a
crude notion of volkish homogeneity driven by an existentialized politics of fear designed
to drown out sociological fault-lines within socio-politically heterogeneous and class-
conflict riven civil societies.

How that can be compatible with Marxism – either theoretically or politically – requires a
big leap of faith because the minimum that you have to think about in relation to
sovereignty is two things: first, sovereignty is a social relation. This may sound broad, but
anybody who is invoking the state of exception has to have thought prior to its
declaration about its likely chances of implementation. What is the social situation on the
ground? What kind of resources do we actually have in place – military, political,
administrative – to implement that state of exception? The state of exception is always a
deeply socialized relation, quite the contrary of what Schmitt was trying to argue.
Secondly, what kind of crisis calls forth the likelihood of emergency powers? Since
political theology is not interested in an explanation of crisis, in contrast to historical
sociology or political economy, Schmittian thinking does not provide the categories to
understand socio-political crises – thus the crude relapse into an abstract notion of “the
political”: primitive group-thinking of “them” versus “us.” And of course in relation to
territorial conquests – land grabs – again, Schmitt held to a deeply de-socialized
affirmation of a realist logic of geo-political dynamics and powers that are consciously
dissociated from everything that is going on within societies. States, by nature, he
insisted, expand and compete for space! So whether you go back to the discoveries of
1492 or the late 19  century period of imperial rivalry, Schmitt would always read this as
an affirmation of the law of the stronger. That this is simply what states do: self-
preservation through expansion, creating a nomos, rather than a cosmos or a logos.
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So I keep being surprised about attempts to reappropriate particularly the historical
Schmitt but also the conceptual and political Schmitt by Marxists. To me, that’s a cul-de-
sac – intellectually and politically, it’s self-defeating. Yes, it is uncanny how the
contemporary situation resembles the interwar crisis and Schmitt’s Weimar situation. We
have a massive capitalist crisis on our hands with right-wing nationalist forces in most EU
countries, absorbing social discontent, and a collapsing liberal center. To advocate in this
scenario, as Steffan Wyn-Jones reminded me, a left-wing populism and nationalism that
often overlaps with right-wing political recipes – even finding a temporary, if ambiguous,
common ground (whether Golden Dawn in Greece, AfD in Germany, the Front National
in France, or UKIP in Britain) – by invoking Schmitt seems to me disastrous. After all,
National Socialism thrived on the same amalgamation of left and right motives and
constituencies during its rise to power, before any dreams of populist socialism were
ended in the “night of the long knives” once the Nazis were in power. It may be naïve, but
a broad-based transnational alliance of progressive forces seems to me the only
remotely acceptable and realistic way forward.

GS and AA: It seems that focusing on the “international” also requires us to rethink
the state. Although some have done this by looking to non-Marxist thinkers, what
value do you see in returning to trends within Marxism – such as the German
“state debate,” which tried to pair an understanding of the form of the capitalist
state with an analysis of its entanglement in relations of capitalist competition
and the world-market, or the debate between Ralph Miliband and Nicos
Poulantazs, which in part tried to connect a theory of the state to questions of
revolutionary strategy and organization? How might these currents of specifically
Marxist state theory help us think about the “international” today? And
conversely, how might your renewed attention on the “international” help us
better understand state power and political strategy?

BT: The notion of ‘the international’ is, for me, a troubling invention that keeps buying
into the same language of tragic necessity and timeless imperatives advocated by
Realists and Neo-realists in IR. I suggest replacing it with an awareness of how differently
political geography and relations between polities were organised historically. Otherwise,
we keep on thinking under the sway of a static mega-abstraction that cannot be
removed. It freezes creative thought and progressive strategies for emancipatory change
and action. That is way history matters. It is, for example, not true - or, at least: one-sided
- to say that revolutionary states, whatever there internal make-up and foreign policy
strategies, become over time socialised into the conventions of its surrounding state-
system, characterised by the remorseless logic of power politics and self-help, as
Neorealist keep on saying and as Neo-Weberian historical sociologists, like Theda
Skocpol argue, when she looked at the French, Russian, and Iranian cases. It is truer to
the historical record to say that revolutionary states, 17th century Britain, 18th century
France and the US, the 20th century Soviet Union, and, perhaps, even contemporary
Germany, have fundamentally changed the ‘rules of the game’ in which international
politics is being played out. This lead also, in many cases, to domestic adaptations to the
innovations - constitutionally, militarily, strategically, financially, socially - that
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revolutionary states pioneered without creating exact replicas. This is not an argument
for the pacific character of foreign policies of liberal or socialist states, or a general
teleological argument about ‘progress’ in world history, but much more an argument
about the variability of foreign policies and strategies of conflict and co-operation that
cannot be derived from either systemic inter-state logics or domestic ‘modes of
production’. Why does the US pursue multilateral hegemony after WWII, rather than
either isolationism or imperialism, when it did the former in the interwar period and the
latter under Theodore Roosevelt? Can we answer this with reference to either inter-state
imperatives or the logic of capital? Why did early 18th Century Britain adopt balancing
and non-intervention versus the Continent and imperial expansion overseas, rather than
merely power politics and imperialism in all theatres simultaneously? Why does
contemporary Germany pursue regional hegemony within a framework of multilateral
atlanticism, rather than resorting to regional autarchy designs?  Capitalism and the inter-
state order may, but only may, provide certain pressures, but the answers states develop
to cope with these pressures, an essential PM argument, cannot be ‘derived’ from these
contexts. What, then, is logically or conceptually a distinctly capitalist state and capitalist
foreign policy - outside history?

It seems to me that it is precisely this kind of argument that makes me sceptical towards
the German State Derivation School that developed in the 1970s. If I recall correctly,
Staatsableiter, tried to make logical arguments about how the ‘bourgeois state form’ and
‘bourgeois law’ and its functions were a necessary result of the requirements of the
capitalist mode of production, or even commodity-exchange. Its ‘relative autonomy’ - the
fact that the ruling class did not rule - concealed the fact that it had to carry out
structurally, but not instrumentally, the requirements of capital accumulation. Relative
autonomy was derived from the idea that the state functioned in the general interest of
capital to co-ordinate the will of may capitals. While ‘relative autonomy’ was conceded,
the state was not neutral, but did structurally the bidding for general capitalist
reproduction. This debate was not only highly abstract and theoreticist, I found it always
deeply un-historical and un-specific, as arguments were made about the ‘capitalist state’
in the abstract and in general. Heide Gerstenberger’s writings provided for me better
insights into the historical origins and growth of the ‘bourgeois state’ as tied up with
specific social and political conflicts, showing its diverse ‘manifestations’ and trajectories,
even though she largely excised the foreign policy dimension from her studies. And this
neglect of foreign policy was also prevalent in the Marxist debates of the 1970s.

GS and AA: What do you see as the limits of traditional Marxist theories of
imperialism, and how might your work allow us to rethink the history of
imperialism, especially imperialism today?

BT: I’ve already mentioned that traditional Marxist theories of imperialism were already
problematic at the time, mainly because they over-generalised across the key capitalist
states that composed the inter-state system during the belle époque, and provided
structuralist-functionalist explanations of state policy and international politics. They
assumed an immediate identity between state and monopoly-capital. Specific ‘stages’ of
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capitalism, in this case: monopoly capitalism, were regarded as providing the deep
explanation for how international relations, in this case: inter-capitalist rivalry and the
descent into World War I, played out. Different state strategies of how to organise
international relations, and diplomacy did not matter! Yet, Marxist theories of
imperialism remain admirable in so far as they, for the first time, forced people to think
more systematically about foreign policy influences other than those that were identified
either with a reified state rationality and the primacy of foreign policy, or primitive
relapses into biological analogies which saw states, from the late 19th century onwards,
being trapped into neo-Darwinian zero-sum struggles of survival on a territorially finite
planet in which Lebensraum was at a premium. This kind of thinking was not only
confined to Germany, in which Friedrich Ratzel’s political geography and Karl Haushofer’s
Geopolitik became dominant, but also alive in the UK, where the former director of the
LSE, a geographer, called Halford Mackinder, wrote in 1904 an influential article called
‘The Geographical Pivot of History’, whose heartland theory informed British geopolitical
strategy and the declining Empire. Similar things happened in the US through Admiral
Thayer Mahan’s navalism and the strategic primacy of sea power. Rudolf Kjellen, who
coined the term ‘geopolitics’, was a Swedish political scientist. Italy and Japan had their
own designs for supra-national regional order.

To me, as I said, there is no way back to a Neo-Leninist or a Neo-Kautskyan analysis, even
if reformulated in terms of two ‘logics of power’ - one reifying state power and
territorialism, the other reifying capitalism and de-territorialisations - to understand the
historically diverse ways in which ‘the spaces of capital accumulation’ were constructed
and connect to concerns about state security. In the Marxist discourse we see the return
to arguments about deep logics emanating from capitalist ‘requirements’ and
‘imperatives’ from which ‘foreign policy’ is simply ‘derived’. This also leads to conceptual
over-stretch, where notions of imperialism, whether formal or informal, abound rather
indiscriminately. Are the Iraq and Afghanistan fiascos imperialistic in the way the late
19th century scramble for Africa or the Vietnam disaster was? Obviously not! It is hard to
formalise some essence of how a Marxist analysis of geopolitics is supposed to look, but
the first requirement is to get away from the structuralist-functionalist trap by focussing
on the processes of foreign strategy formation and the often unattended outcomes of
these strategies, as we have seen in the Middle East, where democracy and the ‘rule of
law’ did not mushroom miraculously as soon as the dictators were removed, as the Neo-
Conservatives believed, but rather lead to state failures, displacements, migrations, and
the regrouping of terrorists on a transitional basis, that is now stronger as before ‘the
war on terror’. One good example of how to conduct such an analysis is Neil Smith’s
study ‘American Empire’ that shows in much more detail how strategy and policy are
being shaped by planners - the figure of Isaiah Bowman stands at the centre - in ways
that are actually much less ‘planned’ and ‘coherent’ then we tend to assume when we re-
impose in hindsight certain ‘logics’ that are simply carried out as if politicians merely
enact a predetermined script. Is this still Marxist? I would say, yes, and I would like to
refer the reader back to Marx’s critique in the Grundrisse of abstract and generalising
thinking sub specie aeternitatis in favour of identifying and reconstructing sui generis
cases. It is this procedure of conducting empirically rich and case-specific inquiries,
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immune to generalisations and logics, that I think reconnects back to my reading of
Political Marxism - or Geopolitical Marxism - so as to recover the efficacy of multiple
agents in the shaping of foreign policy and the unpredictable responses it provokes by
other countries.

GS and AA: How do we explain the resurgence of right-wing nationalisms in Europe
and the United States, but also other parts of the world? The matter of
international trade and interstate competition is crucial here, with many parties
and movements positioning themselves according to anti-globalist or pro-globalist
stances.

BT: It is clear that the term globalisation was always an ideological construction that
suppressed the differential social consequences of liberalisation and neo-liberalism in
distinct regional and national locales. As even neoliberals admit now, there are a few
winners and many more losers, within and between capitalist states. We are facing
obscene levels of wealth and income inequalities and life-chances, especially amongst
the younger generations, corruption and fraud on a gargantuan scale from Brazil to
Turkey, Spain to Greece, and also within the capitalist core, the destruction of the
welfare state, wage repression for most, and the accentuation of precarious working
conditions. In the process, the Middle Classes that provided the social bedrock for the
post-WWII consensus, are almost everywhere squeezed in OECD countries. Additionally,
there is a wide-spread feeling that the bankers and their ‘neo-liberal policy experts’ that
caused the financial crisis of 2008 got largely away with impunity and keep preaching the
same failed remedies while lining their pockets: more easy credit, a loose monetary
policy and liquidity, which simultaneously erodes and depletes the savings of the
populace, while Tax Havens proliferate. As a result, representative democracy is often
regarded as powerless by disaffected and alienated voters, and societies are deeply
polarised. In this context, leftwing and rightwing protest against the establishment and
elites is susceptible to populist and nationalist options. As I mentioned earlier, the left is
ill-advised to follow a nationalist strategy, as this risks being swallowed by neo-
nationalistic movements. The choice is not between a retreat into anti-globalisation and
neo-liberal pro-globalisation, but between regressive nationalisms and progressive
internationalism. This requires something like a regional and, perhaps, global ‘New Deal’.
We had this before, so why not now? Yes, social democracy, welfarism, and ’embedded
liberalism’ was admittedly learned the hard way after two World Wars and arguably only
possible in the presence of a radical alternative, the Soviet Union. The world-historical
context today is different, but if political leadership, concerted and international, flanked
by mass protest, is to mean anything, then we require this now! Anybody can see the
likely international consequences if we keep spiralling towards a new Weimar Situation,
which will seal the decline of the West.
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